
ANNEXURE A

1 METHOD USED TO DETERMINE ECLIPSE MIN-
IMA

The minimum of a light curve eclipse is determined by performing a second order
quadratic curve fit to the data surrounding the anticipated or expected minimum. There-
fore if there is an instance of k number of data points in close proximity (close prox-
imity is regarded as not more than 0.06 of phase from the expected eclipse minimum),
a polynomial fit is done by making use of second order regression analysis in the form
of eq. 1:

y = ax2 +bx+ c (1)

Tmin which is the time of the minimum of the eclipse, is determined where the gradient
(differentiated with respect to x) of this quadratic equation equals zero, thus:

Tmin =
−b
2a

(2)

Consequently by making use of the variance and covariance definitions, the vari-
ance of a function f (x,y) is as follows, equation 3, (Feigelson & Babu, 2012):
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Var( f (x,y) is the variance of the function f (x,y), var(x), var(y) the variance in x
and y respectively. The error at Tmin, namely T minerr is given by the square root of:

Var(Tmin) =
b2

4a4 Var(a)+
1

4a2 Var(b)− b
2a3 Cov(a,b) (4)

From eq. 4, the error in T minerr is determined by:

T minerr = (Var(Tmin))
0.5 (5)

These values of T minerr are amongst those quoted in this edition of the Bundes-
deutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Veränderliche Sterne e.V., BAV Journal.

A Python routine is used to perform the curve fit of each eclipse minimum and
thus to derive the values of the parameters a, b and c, as well as the variances, namely
Var(a), Var(b) and the covariance, Cov (a,b), in accordance with equation 4.
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To demonstrate how these in practice provided the results as reflected in this edition
of the BAV Journal regarding the W UMa contact binary system DY CET, a few
examples (that had 6 data points) were selected.

Included are images taken from Excel that show the results of these minima and
that indeed the errors are as determined with small margins:

These data minima were calculated making use of a Python programme where
’wasperr’ refers to the name of this particular Python routine provided and developed
by Ms Patricia Skelton, (Smits & Skelton, 2019).

2 Conclusion
In conclusion the method and a recalculation of some of the data points are included to
demonstrate that it is possible and indeed accurate to have such small error values for
the times of minima as submitted in this edition of the BAV Journal. Dependencies
may be on the goodness of fit of the data and the type of Python routine performing the
fit.
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Figure 1: Example of Re-calculation 1

Figure 2: Example of Re-Calculation 2

Figure 3: Example of Re-Calculation 3
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